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Summary 
Fitch Ratings defines special tax bonds as debt obligations secured by tax revenues but 
not by a general obligation pledge. This report examines the guidelines Fitch uses to 
evaluate the credit quality of special tax bonds and discusses the method of 
determining the relationship between the ratings of the special tax bond and the 
entity’s actual or implied unlimited tax general obligation (ULTGO) bond rating.  

The key areas of Fitch’s analysis of special tax bonds are: 

 Breadth and stability of revenue stream used to secure bonds. 

 Bondholder protections as outlined in the bond indenture. 

 Debt service coverage trends and projections. 

 General credit quality of the issuer. 

 Structural features limiting bondholders’ exposure to risks of issuer default on other 
obligations, bankruptcy, or insolvency. 

Bonds secured by taxes that are applied broadly to a relatively stable or growing base, 
such as general sales and income taxes in a large and diverse geographical area, usually 
achieve higher ratings than those secured by either a broad tax in an economically 
concentrated area or a narrow (and often more volatile) tax. Additionally, actual debt 
service coverage and legal provisions, including lien position and the additional bonds 
test (ABT), can have a significant impact on the rating level.  

A municipal issuer’s ULTGO bond rating or equivalent assessment by Fitch generally 
serves as a ceiling for its special tax bonds; however, Fitch’s rating will not be limited to 
the ULTGO bond rating if the special tax bondholders hold a statutory lien and security 
interest in “special revenues,” as such term is defined under the U.S. Bankruptcy Code 
(the Code). The ULTGO ceiling also does not apply if the revenues backing the special tax 
bonds are separated from the issuer’s other activities through the use of a bankruptcy-
remote entity (i.e. a securitization). Special tax bonds issued by states, which do not 
quality for relief under the Code, may also achieve higher ratings if bondholders receive a 
statutory lien and irrevocable priority security interest in the revenues and cash flows are 
appropriately segregated from the general fund, as described further under the Structural 
Requirements section, pages 45. 

Often special tax bonds are issued by special districts or authorities that do not have the 
ability to issue GO bonds, such as transit agencies, park or road districts, or convention 
center authorities. Although these special districts or authorities may share economic 
characteristics with coterminous or overlapping units of government, they are separate 
legal entities with discrete financial operations, management, and governance, so the 
special district may be rated higher or lower than the GO borrower(s) that share(s) its 
economic base. When special tax bonds are issued by a special district that is 
coterminous with a general municipality and the special district’s governance has shared 
membership or a close relationship with that of the general entity, Fitch will review the 
legal and operational framework to determine the degree to which the special tax is 
separate and distinct from revenues of the coterminous general government. 
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Analysis of Pledged Revenue Stream 
Factors such as diversity among taxpayers, the breadth of the revenue base, and the 
strength of the underlying economy are important to the analysis of the pledged 
revenue stream.  

Special Tax Base 
The analysis of the tax base begins with a review of the classes of goods, services, or 
property taxed, their tax rate levels, and/or state formulas for determining 
distributions to local governments. Fitch reviews the top 10 special tax producers or, if 
that is not possible, the general business types of the major producers. A meaningful 
concentration in one or more producers may have a negative impact on the ratng; 
accordingly, Fitch will further explore the payers’ history in the area, current operating 
environment, physical conditions, and any known future plans.  

Historical Results 
Fitch analyzes historical revenue collections to determine trends and volatility. Fitch 
requests that the issuer provide revenue figures, net of any changes in the tax’s base or 
rate, to fully capture baseline trends. If the tax has been recently imposed, historical 
estimates based on the most similar existing tax are considered. If no similar taxes exist, 
Fitch will look at relevant economic variables to gauge past economic activity. 

Statutory and Political Framework/Exposure to Rate and Base Changes 
Fitch reviews the issuer’s authority to levy the pledged tax and the extent to which the 
issuer controls the base and rate. Fitch considers the level of political support (and/or 
controversy) surrounding the introduction of new taxes, the frequency and history of 
changes to the special tax rate and base, if any, to the extent relevant, and any 
proposed exemptions or changes. For Fitch to rate a special tax bond investment grade, 
the tax authorization must extend to the final bond maturity date or later unless the 
issuer agrees to put sufficient funds in an irrevocable trustee-held escrow prior to the 
bond closing to cover debt service after the tax expiration date. Local obligations 
supported by special taxes are often subject to statewide legislative changes such as 
alterations in the base covered by the tax or changes to the distribution formula. In 
certain instances, changes to the rate may even be permissible. In such cases the rating 
will take into account the issuer’s lack of control over the revenue source. Potential 
state actions could reduce total revenue collections to levels below those required in 
covenants in the indenture if minimum levels are not embedded in the state’s 
authorizing legislation. However, if the state legislation includes non-impairment 
clauses, changes that clearly threaten a local entity’s ability to repay debt likely would 
be subject to challenge and are viewed by Fitch to be unlikely.  

Collection and Distribution Method 
Statutes will normally specify which governmental entity will collect and administer a 
tax. Fitch does not favor a particular collection method as long as the chosen method is 
consistent, transparent, and timely. Fitch reviews distribution formulas to determine 
the economic factors that may affect the revenue. In some cases, taxes are distributed 
to the entity based on transactions within the entity. In others, statewide taxes are 
distributed to local units based on population, land area, or other criteria not directly 
related to activity within the entity. While Fitch always reviews trends in pledged 
revenue collections, where taxes are subject to a distribution formula, Fitch will also 
examine factors that could change the distribution among local units, such as statewide 
revenue trends and relative population growth.  
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Bond Indenture Provisions 
Lien Status 
A strength of most special tax bonds rated by Fitch is their first lien on gross revenue. If 
subordinate bonds are utilized, factors affecting whether and to what extent there is a 
rating differential among liens include, for each lien, the amount of bond par 
outstanding, actual and projected coverage, the ABT(as described below), the issuer’s 
plans for further leverage, the presence of any cross-default provisions, and whether a 
lien is open or closed. A closed lien can enhance bondholder protection and result in a 
higher rating than that of the junior, or “working,” lien as long as coverage is notably 
stronger.  

Additional Bonds Test  
Since special taxes are almost always levied at a fixed rate, bondholder protections for 
debt obligations supported by such revenues generally do not include rate covenants. 
Consequently, restricting future debt service coverage dilution through additional bond 
issuance is a critical rating factor. ABTs for this sector cover a broad range but are 
generally based on historical collections and require coverage by pledged revenue in a 
recent 12-month period of maximum annual debt service (MADS) of 1.2x2.0x or more. 
Narrower and/or more volatile taxes require higher coverage thresholds for additional 
issuance to achieve high ratings, although greater coverage can only partially offset an 
inherently weak tax base. Conversely, a broad-based sales tax bond with a diverse 
payer base and a protective ABT of, for example, 1.5x MADS could receive a high rating 
but would rarely be rated above ‘AA’.  

Fitch views an ABT that allows the issuer to use any consecutive 12 out of the prior  
24 months of pledged revenue as weaker than one that restricts the starting point to 
the previous 12 or 18 months because it enables the issuer to measure coverage based 
on its best performance period. Fitch views tests that include a conservative 
adjustment for changes in the items or area covered by the tax as neutral to credit 
quality as long as the change has already been enacted and views ABTs based solely on 
projected revenue unfavorably. If variable-rate debt is permitted, Fitch views most 
favorably a calculation of MADS utilizing a significantly higher long-term interest rate 
than the prevailing rate at the time of issuance. Regardless of the stated ABT, Fitch 
takes a conservative approach to estimating annual debt service for variable-rate debt. 

Debt Service Reserve Funds 
Properly structured debt service reserve funds (DSRFs) also protect bondholders by 
providing a buffer against low tax collection periods. Fitch believes this protection is 
more important for issuers with relatively weak coverage and has little impact on the 
credit quality of bonds whose coverage and ABTs are already strong. For example, 
where the ABT is at least 2.0x MADS on a broad-based tax, a rating distinction based on 
the presence or absence of a DSRF is unlikely. For credits with lower ABTs and/or 
narrower tax bases, the credit protection provided by the DSRF is more important in 
the rating analysis. If coverage begins to erode, an issuer’s rating may decline more 
quickly in the absence of a DSRF. 

Where the DSRF is a credit factor, Fitch will give reduced weight to a reserve 
requirement that is less than the amount defined by the Internal Revenue Service as a 
“reasonably required reserve” (equal to the least of MADS, 125% of average annual debt 
service, or 10% of par) and to a “springing reserve” (one that is established with bond 
issuance but is not funded unless debt service coverage falls below a certain threshold 
level). Debt service reserves funded with a surety bond provide value up to the rating 
of the surety bond provider. Therefore, if the surety provider is downgraded below the 
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rating of the bond, Fitch will discount the surety’s value.  

Debt Service Coverage Trends and Projections 
In analyzing debt service coverage, Fitch considers both the ABT and practical limits to 
additional issuance. Fitch looks at the ABT in a variety of ways, including assuming that 
the issuer will leverage to the full extent permitted by the test. In addition, Fitch 
reviews other factors specific to the issuer such as its use of residual pledged revenue 
after debt service is paid and future capital needs. For issuers that rely on residual 
revenue for operations, Fitch believes it is unlikely that an issuance could reduce 
coverage to the level of the ABT. Similarly, in instances where debt service coverage is 
high and future capital needs are minimal or funded through other sources, Fitch may 
rate special tax bonds above the level that would otherwise be suggested by the ABT. 
Fitch reviews the issuer’s stated intent in light of existing capital needs, expected 
economic growth levels or deferred maintenance, and alternative funding sources, 
recognizing the possibility that there may be future issuance(s) not currently foreseen.  

Fitch also takes into account operating needs that may create pressures on residual 
revenues, even if coverage is high. An example is transit agencies that rely heavily on 
residual sales tax revenue for system operations. Where such operations are strained, 
such competing needs can create credit pressure.  

In assessing projected coverage, Fitch makes conservative assumptions based on the 
history and outlook for the tax, taking into account both long- and short-term 
performance. For example, Fitch will consider the stability of a tax whose revenues 
have grown consistently over many years, but will factor in more recent history if it 
indicates a potentially negative trend. If coverage declines or is projected to decline 
below the minimal level indicated by the ABT or the level assumed at the time the 
rating was assigned, Fitch will review the rating and may take negative rating action. 
Fitch also gives consideration to management’s abilities and actions to support a 
weakening special tax bond, and in such cases, particularly if the ULTGO bond rating is 
strong, the negative rating action due to weakening coverage may be less severe where 
the government has demonstrated a commitment to supporting the debt.  

General Credit Characteristics 
Fitch’s criteria for rating GO bonds are discussed in “Local Government General 
Obligation Rating Guidelines,” dated March 22, 2007, and “U.S. State General 
Obligation Bond Rating Criteria,” dated April 25, 2008 (both available on Fitch’s web 
site at www.fitchratings.com). Analysis of the issuer’s general credit characteristics is 
relevant to special tax bond ratings in evaluating both the economic base on which the 
tax is levied and the issuer’s operating environment. By analyzing the broad range of 
GO credit considerations, Fitch analysts can place the special tax debt and any financial 
implications of leveraging this revenue stream into the proper context and, for most 
local issuers, establish a ceiling for the special tax bond rating. 

Structural Requirements to Achieve Ratings Higher Than the 
Issuer’s ULTGO Bond Rating 
For an issuer eligible to file for protection under Chapter 9 of the Code to achieve a 
rating for its special tax bonds above its ULTGO bond rating, the credit fundamentals 
for the special tax bonds must be stronger than those for the ULTGO bonds. 
Additionally, the special tax security must either be structured as a securitization or 
grant bondholders a lien on and pledge of revenue considered “special revenues” under 
the Code. In the latter case, the revenue must be directly deposited into a fund that is 
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distinct and separate from the entity’s general fund.  

Under Chapter 9, special revenues are not subject to disruption or diversion in the event 
of a bankruptcy filing and, therefore, should remain available to flow to bondholders. The 
special revenue definition under Section 902 of the Code and the Code’s legislative 
history refer to utility enterprises and transportation systems of a governmental entity, as 
well as excise taxes on particular activities, such as motor fuel purchases or hotel stays, 
or tax increment revenues. However, the definition specifically excludes general property, 
sales, and income taxes (excluding tax increment taxes) levied for general municipal 
purposes. Therefore, Fitch believes that general taxes levied for general purposes may 
not be available to bondholders on a timely basis. Since the boundaries of the special 
revenue designation under the Code have rarely been subject to adjudication, Fitch takes 
a conservative approach and assumes that revenues of a tax not clearly defined as special 
revenue under the Code would be disrupted in bankruptcy.  

Fitch also can rate special tax bonds significantly higher than the corresponding issuer’s 
ULTGO bond rating if the bond pledge is structured as a securitization. In such 
structures, the general government absolutely assigns or sells its ownership interest and 
right to receive the pledged tax to a bankruptcy-remote entity that issues the debt. 
This is usually done through state legislation that directs or re-directs the local 
municipal special tax, introducing some state role in the transaction. 

Since states do not qualify for relief under the Code, the rating of special tax bonds 
issued by states is not necessarily limited by the issuer’s ULTGO bond rating, although 
state ULTGO bond ratings tend to be at or above the level that a special tax bond 
would support. States may achieve higher ratings for bonds supported by special 
revenues than for bonds backed by the issuer’s full faith and credit by granting 
bondholders a statutory lien, an irrevocable priority security interest in the special tax, 
and structurally protecting the flow of the special tax to bondholders from the state’s 
general financial operations. This structure, which can include depositing revenue 
directly with the bond trustee or into a special revenue fund, should be clearly 
embedded in the state statute and the bond indenture. The amount of credit Fitch will 
give to such a structure is tempered by the risk that a state, faced with extreme 
financial stress, will exercise its sovereign powers to the detriment of bondholders.  

If the use of the pledged taxes to make debt service payments requires annual or 
biennial appropriation by the state legislature, the state’s ULTGO bond rating serves as 
the ceiling for the special tax bond rating even if coverage and the incentive to 
appropriate are very strong (e.g. cases where pledged taxes are unavailable for other 
purposes or residual transfers to the state are trapped until appropriation is made). 
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